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AMENDED CLAIMS
received by the International Bureau on 24 November 2009 (24.11.2009)

1. An artificial wear-resistant plug incorporated into a reconditioned joijit structure,

comprising:

a three dimensional and composite plasticized material installed upon a rcbonditioned

location associated with at least one of a convex profile exhibited b y a male end and a convex

profile exhibited by a seating female end of the joint structure; and

a lubricant surface layer extending across the joint defined profile and over tjhe installed

material

2 . The invention as described in claim 1, the joint structure inchidh g first and

second bones defining the male and female ends, said three dimensional material e:-hibiting an

exterior reconditioned surface.

The invention as described in claim 1, further comprising a plurality of lubricant

communicating channels formed into at least one of sajd three dimensional mater al and said

lubricant surface layer.

5. The invention as described in claim 1, said three dimensional material further

comprising an integrally defined root structure for securing to a mating and associated interiorly

machined surface of the reconditioned bone location.

6. The invention as described in claim 5 , further comprising an injected expansion

plastic for filling a cavity established between said root structure and the bone.

8 . The invention as described in claim 1, further comprising at least one clip portion

extending from a reverse face of said three dimensional material and which is engaged to an

undercut recess location defined within the reconditioned bone,

9. The invention as described in claim 1, said three dimensional mat rial further

comprising showing a miniaturized, flexible and depth- wise apertured wear dis : placed in

localized inter-disposed fashion between selected coacting surfaces associated with e male and

female ends, said flexible wear disc constructed of a soft cushioning plastic.
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10. The invention as described in claim 1, said three dimensional malarial further

comprising a substantially keystone shaped insert configured for localized engagement with the

reconditioned location.

11. The invention as described in claim 10, a reverse face of said insert further

comprising a surface roughening such that, upon installing said insert into a machined end face

of the bone associated with the reconditioned location and in contact with the bone πjiarrow, said

roughened surface promoting new bone adhesion.

12. The invention as described in claim 1, said three dimensional material further

comprising at least one plastic insert with recess mounting studs securing at first land second

abrading joint surface locations associated with at least one joint defining bone.

13. A knee joint assembly, comprising:

a male implant secured to a preconditioned end of a first bone and exbibiting| a first joint

defining surface including first and second convex shaped portions;

a female composite implant secured to a preconditioned end of a second bone and

exhibiting a second joint defining surface including concave receiving pockets |for seating

thereupon said convex shaped portions associated with said male implant;

a first stem extending from a rear of said male implant and anchoring within ah interior of

the first bone; and

a second stem extending from a rear of said female implant and anchorink within an

interior of the second bone.

14. The assembly as described in claim 13, each of said first and second st sms each

further comprising a shaped mounting end seating within a recess configured rear fact >associated

with each of said male and female implants.

15. The assembly as described in claim 14, said recess configured rear facts of said

male and female implants each further comprising a mating and inwardly recessed taj >er

configuration within which is fixedly secured said stem mounting ends.
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16. The assembly as described in claim 15, further comprising a centrally stupported

and projecting anchor portion associated with said rear face defined within each of said male and

female implants, an mating recess being defined within an opposing interior associate 1with said

stem mounting end.

17. The assembly as described in claim 16, an interior of said stem further comprising

pluralities of surface area increasing keyed portions configured to communicate with ihe

hollowed bone interior and to promoting the increase in natural bone growth and adhe sion

through contact with existing bone marrow.

18. The assembly as described in claim 13, further comprising at least one cap shaped

attachment defining a subset surface area of at least one of said male and female impljuits and

securing to a location associated with at least one of said male and female implants.

19. The assembly as described in claim 18, said at least one cap shaped attachment

further comprising an extending and threaded screw inserting within a mating recess efined

within said implant.

20. The assembly as described in claim 18, further comprising at least one of said

male and female implants exhibiting a pattern of interconnected sides configured for iecciving

and securing a mating underside associated with at least one of said male and female :ap shaped

attachments.

21. The assembly as described in claim 18, said at least one cap shaped ents

further comprising a composite plastici2ed material.

22. The assembly as described in claim 21, further comprising a plurality f stiffener

inserts incorporated into perimeter extending walls associated with said cap shaped attachment
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STATEMENT UNDER ARTICLE 19 (1)

Dear Sir:

Applicant submits that the amendments being made are to further clarify the ase and the

appended claims.

It is desired to note that the claimed subject matter is novel and can be shown to comprise

a inventive step, evidence of which Applicant reserves the right to make of record ir} due course

of the prosecution.

The above amendment does not go beyond the disclosure in the international! application

as filed.

Dated: Z . Z < < > Respectfully

B .
Douglas J . Eϊvo
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